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“Matnoq” appears courtesy of Collectors Toy Fair Kuala Lumpur (“CTFKL”) www.ctfkl.com



The Marooned story continues with Part #2
and Part #3, now available as a complete
Marooned Vol.1 Compilation …



CHAPTER ONE CHAPTER TWO

What happens after Marooned?

Dec 2020

In 
Development

Follow Captain Olivia Chu, 

Commander Zulkifli Hassan, and 

the rest of the UNEs Tigris crew 

on their important mission to 

uncover hidden truths as they 

navigate dangerous odds in 

unfamiliar territories …

The conflict between the 

community-centric United Nations 

of Earth (“UNE”) and the 

capitalistic-driven Mars 

Administrative Corporation 

(“MAC”) eventually escalates into 

civil war pitting humanity against 

itself … but to what end?

After the incident on Ganymede, 

Captain Bakar is tasked to lead 

his elite team of Malayan Rangers 

on what was supposed to be a 

quick, covert “smash and grab” 

extraction mission behind enemy 

lines. Things neither always turn 

out as they’re supposed to, nor 

are they ever what they seem …

YOU ARE HERE

JUMP 
HERE !

5 Separate yet related story arcs emerge !

All 3 parts of 
marooned in a 
single compilation 
(volume 1)

Tragedy befalls upon a civilian 

family that is caught up in the 

ensuing war between Earth and 

Mars. A twist of fate reveals 

possible hints that this family is 

more important to the survival and 

evolution of humanity than one 

may have ever imagined ….

The discovery of a mysterious 

object on Ganymede leads a 

team of scientists on a mission to 

unlock and understand the 

secrets contained within …

AWAKENINGS



Being a community-driven story canvas, different graphic 
novel issues are brought to life by different artists!

AWAKENINGS Part 2

by Tan Ae Linby Sarah A. Zainal

by A.I. Ghani
by Dave Liew

Have skills? Join us and explore how you can earn income
through royalties by illustrating, designing, and creating with
the Unity Macroverse for upcoming titles!

Illustration < Colouring< 3D modeling < Craft design < Animation < And so much more !

Azari Mat Yasir /// Abdul Hanan Ismail /// Paul Low /// Fahmy Mohd Hashim /// Jonathan Lian 
Garawat /// Indra Qirana A. Halim /// Mohd Nor Azizi Soheidin /// Ahmad Kamil Bukahi Nor Aslan 



Next : The MicroStory (Part 1)

Want to explore taking a shot at WRITING instead? SURE! 
And you don’t even need to be a “professional writer” !















END



Yup, that’s it! A MicroStory consists of only approximately 500 words, spread

over 7-8 pages, and is pocket-friendly (A6 sized). MicroStories emphasize

LESS on graphics and visuals, which are presented in line-art format only.

As for the storyline, a total of 4 MicroStories have been published to

date. These 4 MicroStories have been compiled into a MiniStory (up to

2,000+ words, even fewer graphics and visuals).

Next : The first 8 pages 
from the hit Short 
Story ….

which serves as an 
origin story for 

Commander Zulkifli
“Jo” Hassan, about 4 

(Earth) decades before 
the incident on 

Ganymede in 
Marooned.

As we go deeper into the READING of the continuation of stories within the

Unity Macroverse … there are then Short Stories available to explore.

Evolving from MicroStories, into MiniStories, and then into ShortStories –

this format goes up to an average of 10,000 words!

+ + + =

micro micro micro micro mini

















Get a copy of the Rembau ShortStory at esachannel.com to find
out what happens in the subsequent 40 pages of this title …



To date there are more than SIXTY individual MicroStories and MiniStories, and

TEN ShortStories that have been published! Join us in shaping the growing

Unity Macroverse as all stories are interrelated and interconnected!

LET’S GROW THIS TOGETHER!



STORY CANVAS : where

• Takes place in our solar system (so far!)

• Includes earth, mars, the moons of Jupiter, the 

asteroid belt, a huge space station between 

Earth and Mars, also independent homesteads 

scattered around the system

QUICK RECAP!



STORY CANVAS : wheN

• Based on an alternate history where Asian influence 

dominates humanity and global practices. 

• Eastern centric values of community collective well-being 

and harmony overshadows western concepts of capitalism 

and pursuit of personal wealth (still present but 

considered “rogue”)

• Stories in the unity Macroverse are (currently) told from 

the 20th century, with the “present time” being the 23rd

century.

• A new epic saga parallel to the current story arc has been 

planned, and will go way back to the 13th century

QUICK RECAP!
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unitymacroverse.com

unitymacroverse on social media

Unity Macroverse 
online purchase
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Chapter One@Jaya PJ

FIND US. JOIN US. BE US.


